Importance of
Academic Word
Knowledge for
Middle School
Students
What is Academic English?
“Knowing and being able to use general and content-specific
vocabulary, specialized or complex grammatical structures,
and multifarious language functions and discourse
structures—all for the purpose of acquiring new knowledge
and skills, interacting about a topic, or imparting information
to others” (Bailey, 2007).
Five Central Components of Academic
Language (Snow & Uccelli, 2009)
Interpersonal stance -- usually authoritative and
detached in academic context
Information load -- express heavy information load
with concise language
Organization of information -- logically and tightly
structured
Lexical choices -- use of various words appropriately
Academic language usually uses words as parts of
speech that are not their typical forms (e.g.,
nominalization)

Academic Word Knowledge
Academic words include disciplinespecific (e.g., anti-oxidant, metonymy)
and discipline-general words (e.g.,
structure, function)

The frequency and abstract
nature of general academic words
suggest the importance of these
words for reading comprehension.

Academic words contribute to the
overall density and abstraction of
academic texts.
General academic words carry
abstract meanings.

Individual Differences and Challenges
in Academic Word Acquisition
Individual differences in mastering general academic
words contribute to differences in academic achievement
across content areas.

Learners who read more tend (usually typically achieving or aboveaverage readers) to be exposed to general academic words more
frequently and have more opportunities to master these words.

Struggling readers may have fewer exposures and are
more challenged to acquire general academic words

Language-minority students and students from low
socioeconomic status backgrounds may face greater challenges
accessing content in academic texts due to their fewer chances of
exposure (Zwiers, 2007).

Instructional efforts may focus more on discipline-specific academic
words than general academic words. As a result, general academic
words are rarely explicitly taught.

Acquisition of general academic words goes beyond knowing the
definitions. Word meaning may vary according to different contexts.

The Study
This study aims to empirically test the role of academic vocabulary in academic
achievement across disciplines. The study has a focus on linguistic minority students
and students from low socioeconomic status backgrounds. These students have rich
linguistic resources, but may have few opportunities to develop academic English
outside of school.

Study Questions
1. Does general academic word knowledge differ as a function of language and
economic background?
2. Does general academic word knowledge contribute to academic achievement,
controlling for overall vocabulary knowledge?

Findings
Academic vocabulary performance of students with low socioeconomic
status and language minority students lag behind students with standard
socioeconomic status and English-Only students.
General academic vocabulary is crucial for academic success in addition to
students’ overall vocabulary knowledge.

Teaching Suggestions
Students with low socioeconomic background and language
minority students need additional support to access instruction.
Teachers should scaffold the academic language development
of these students.
Content area teachers should attend to general academic
vocabulary in the context where students encounter them.

Effective vocabulary instruction:
Provide ample exposures and opportunities to practice
with word meanings in authentic contexts
Scan the text for general academic words and select
activities from Townsend (2009) article.
Other resources:
The Word Generation Project: http://wordgeneration.org/
Kieffer and Lesaux (2007) provide guidelines to support
students’ development of morphological awareness
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